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The Application of Gold Nanorods for Photothermal Therapy of Ovarian Cancer
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Photothermal therapy has great significant as a new technology for cancer treatment without side effects. Especially with
near-infrared laser as the driving force, which has shown a promising prospect in cancer treatment. However, its
application is based on the development of near-infrared laser response of photothermal conversion nanomaterials.
Nanogold materials have been studied for a long time as light sensitive materials. The main reason is the surface of the
plasmon resonance effect can be adjusted by surface, size and structure, which could make them have excellent
performance while absorbing the specific optical wavelength and completing energy convertion. We used the
biocompatible gold nano-rods (GNRs) as probes for cancer targeting in order to introduce a progressive synthesis
approach in fabricating water-dispersible gold nanorods. These nanorods were prepared by replacing
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide with a mixture of 15-polypeptide(15P) molecules. The nano size was estimated about
70 – 80 nm by electron microscope. The result of dynamic light scattering showed that the cores of the gold nanorods
were protected from the outside environment by the 15-polypeptide. Photothermal treatment indicated that 15P-GNRs
could stain tumor growth and devote the pivotal steps in promoting cancer cell death with near-infrared laser irradiation.
More importantly, these results proved that 15P-GNRs has good bio-compatiblility and can be considered as
photothermal conversion material for targeting the ovarian tumor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

all the cancer cells were dead after the laser irradiation [9].
Reports have recently revealed that the systematic
administration of gold nanostructures in animals does not
result in any systematic or organ toxicity [10 – 12].
Exploiting the longitudinal surface plasmon resonance
associated with them, GNRs are investigated as the
photosensitizer in thermal therapy to kill cancer cell due to
the selective heating generated by irradiating them with
near-infrared (NIR) light [13, 14]. In 2017, Y.L Wu found
that the immune factors of Hemoglobin, red blood cells,
neutrophils, lymphocytes and eosinophils could be
increased and become much stronger by irradiation with a
proper infrared light. It could also make the supply of
blood and nutrients to the nerves and muscles partially
improved, then make it restored to normal under the
infrared light [15]. These attractive features make the
GNRs as a new generation of optical probes in
cancer-targeting and imaging studies, also in the study of
various immunoassays, multiplex imaging of cancer cells,
etc [16 – 18].
Bioactive peptide has been widely used in cancer
detection due to the over-expression of its receptors on the
surface of neoplastic cells [19]. Although studies focusing
on GNRs conjugated with 15P have shown targeted
delivery of radio nuclides to cancer cells, few studies have
combined the targeting molecules of 15P encapsulated
GNRs for cancer detection.
In this paper, the GNRs have shown some incredible
results while we combined it with 15P for tumor treatment

The nanocrystal is a particle which is smaller than 100
nanometres, with a special structural and signal-domain
crystalline lattice. In the past decade, nanotechnology has
developed rapidly and is used widely in biomedical field
[1, 2]. Due to the simple preparation, high density, and
unique characteristics of optical and electronic properties of
nanoparticles, nanotechnology can satisfactorily address
concerns related to the development of “multimodal”
nanoparticles that can incorporate probes for multiple
imaging modalities [3 – 5]. Metal nanoparticles are the form
of nanocomposites, which are especially attractive due to
their unique structural and optical properties, including high
specific surface areas, high porosities, low densities, and
location of plasmon features [6]. Au nanoparticles, also
called the gold atom group family (nano atom family) are
composed of a plurality of gold atoms with relatively stable
aggregates, they exhibit stability, and have a small size
effect, quantum effect, and surface effect [7].
Among nano-particles, gold nanorods (GNRs) have
attracted much interest as efficient carriers of various
diagnostic and therapeutic agents due to their tunable
surface plasmon resonance properties, non-toxicity, and
biocompatibility [8]. Dr. Lu combined a kind of
α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (MSH) molecule (Nle4,
D-Phe7) with Au hollow nano spheres, and then he found
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in mouse guiding ovarian cancer as the selected solid
tumor model. The modified 15P-GNRs were characterized
for their targeting, toxicity, cell uptake and tissue absorbing.
The photothermal treatment study confirmed the effects of
the plasmon resonance of GNRs in the NIR region and the
improved targeting efficiency of GNRs at the site of solid
tumors. The extensive usage of this novel protocol may
open a new avenue for the detection of solid tumors.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials
Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), hydrogen
tetrachloroaurate (III) trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O), Nitrate
acid(HNO3),
Hoechst33342,
L-ascorbic
acid,
glutaraldehyde (50 % aqueous solution), sodium
borohydride, 15-polypeptide, 10 % RPMI1640 culture
medium
of
fetal
bovine
serum,
3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazoliumbrom
ide(MTT), PBS buffer, 4 % paraformaldehyde and
Dimethyl sulfoxide solution (DMSO Art.NO.D8370) were
purchased from Solarbio.

of the GNRs, whereas the images represent only the
electron-rich core of the GNRs.

2.5. Cell cytotoxicity assay
SKOV-3 cancer cells were cultured in RPMI1640
medium, 37 °C, 5 % CO2 cell incubator. When the cell
growth on logarithmic phase dispensed into a 96-well plate,
each per well has 5 × 103 cells, cultured overnight with
RPMI1640 medium plus 10 % FBS. SKOV-3 cells mixed
with GNRs and 15P-GNRs at 250 μL/mg of concentration
for 48 h. The cell viability was evaluated by MTT
colorimetry assay and the method was referenced to Dr.
Liwei Liu’s paper on 2011 [23].

2.6. Cell model assay
It has great significance to research the effect of GNRs
or 15P-GNRs while combining them with laser irradiation
on SKOV-3 cell. There are six groups such as laser
radiation,
GNRs,
GNRs+laser,
15P-GNRs,
15P-GNRs+laser and control groups. The research began
by adding 100 μL (0.25 mg/mL) SKOV-3 cells in the
96-well plates for 24 hours, then we added 100 μL
(0.25 mg/mL) different concentrations of GNRs or
15P-GNRs before exposed the cell to NIR laser irradiation
(25 W/cm2, λ = 828 nm, Xi`an Leize BOT808-2000D) for
90 s on each day under the condition of 37 ℃, 5 % CO2 for
48 hours. Finally, added 10 µl MTT (5 mg/ml) into 120 µl
DMSO solution after 4 hours and the absorbance was got
in 490 nm by microplate reader (Thermo).
GNRs are known to have a large plasmon resonance in
the NIR region [23]. 15P-GNRs particles play the part of
photosensitizer for improved photo thermal cancer therapy
through the efficient localization in the tumor, conducted
NIR laser irradiation in an animal model. Female nude
mouse 4 – 5 weeks of age weighing 16 – 18 g were obtained
according to protocols approved by laboratory animal
center of Jilin University (NO.201500018550) and were
housed 2 per cage, feed by peanut when the experiment
finished [24]. SKOV-3 cancer cells were injected oxter
subcutaneously into the nude mouse (2.0 × 106/mL) about
100 μL. When the tumors grew to approximately 9 – 10 mm
in diameter, 100 μL of the 0.25 mg/ mL 15P-GNRs was
injected directly into the tumor areas. The mouse (n = 3)
were exposed to NIR laser irradiation (55 W/cm2,
λ = 828 nm) for 90 s on each of six days.

2.2. Synthesis of bio-compatible GNR and
15P-GNRs
The 15-polypeptide for tumor targeting is made by
SHSWHWLPNLRHYAS amino acids [20]. The gold seeds
were synthesized using the method described by Liwei Liu
in 2011 [21].
According to this method, 15 mL of 30 mmol HAuCl4
and 300 mL of ultra-pure water were mixed with 12.5 mL
of 4.0 mmol HNO3 solution at 25 ℃, 300 mL CTAB and
10 mL ascorbic acid into solution was added gently mixed
for 60 s, and the growth solution was finished. While the
solution color from orange changed into colorless, the seed
solution was added in it. The mixture was stirred overnight
at 30 ℃.
The GNRs obtained from the previous step were
centrifuged again at 7000 rpm for 15 min to eliminate the
excess CTAB. Then, 200 μL of the solution containing the
GNRs was added to 800 μL of 25 mmol of 15P and mixed
with the DMSO solution by a further 48 h of magnetic
stirring, leading to the formation of functional
15P-combined with GNRs.

2.3. UV-VIS measurements
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The UV-VIS absorbance spectra were acquired at
25 °C. The absorption was measured against water as a
reference. The data was collected by Shimadzu UV-3600
spectrophotometer. The absorption spectrum (Fig. 1) is
shown before and after the encapsulations and
demonstrates the retention of the optical properties.

3.1. UV-VIS absorbance spectroscopy
Fig. 1 shows that there’s a red shift between GNRs
and 15P-GNRs. It is apparently due to the change in the
dielectric constant of the surface surrounding the GNRs.
15P-GNRs optimum absorption wavelength is about
828 nm.

2.4. Dynamic light scattering assay
Dynamic light scattering was used to monitor the
stability of GNRs at the same pH value [22]. The particle
size obtained from the DLS images takes into account the
polymeric coating and hydration layer surrounding the core

3.2. Transmission electron microscope images
Fig. 2 a was taken by JEOL model with JEM-2010
microscope while operating at an acceleration voltage of
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The GNRs diameter is about 70 – 80 nm, 15P-GNRs
diameter is about 100 nm, so there is about 10 – 15 nm 15P
coating on the GNRs. This could be enhanced the biological
compatibility and selective targeting. So it could be used for
cancer detection and treatment.

80 kV. Fig. 2 b was taken by FEI Helios G4 CX dualBeam
instrument. Obviously, GNRs were distributed uniformly
like some rod shape, with a narrow size about 70 – 80 nm
length, 25 nm width, and covered with smooth surface and
clean edge. It was suitable to combine with biological
molecules for further assay.

3.4. Cell cytotoxicity result
Fig. 4 shows that the cells’ viability value of the GNRs
was maintained at 87.6 %, 15P-GNRs was about 90 %.
These were indicated less damage to the cells. These
particles have negligible in vitro toxicity.

Fig. 1. Absorption spectra show between GNRs and 15P-GNRs

Fig. 4. Viability of SKOV-3 cell at 48 hours and treatment in the
presence of GNRs and 15P-GNRs by MTT

3.5. Cell model result
a

b

Compared the photothermal behavior of branched
GNRs with 15P-GNRs, it is obvious that 15P-GNRs+laser
group SKOV-3 cell viability under 20% with control group.
Visability of GNRs+laser have just one half (Figure 5).
These all remind us that the 15-polypeptide combine with
cells, so GNRs have a great photo-thermal efficiency. Data
are shown as the means ± standard error of the means,
* p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01.

Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscope images of GNRs and
15P-GNRs: a – is for GNRs, the average diameter is about
75 nm; b – is for 15P-GNRs, the average diameter is about
100 nm

3.3. Dynamic light scattering result
According to the results presented in Fig. 3, the
encapsulated GNRs are stable, indicating that the cores of
the GNRs are protected from the outside environment by
the 15-polypeptide.

Fig. 5. Viability of SKOV-3 cell under different laser condition

Fig. 3. Test diameters of 15P-GNRs
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15P-GNRs have high photothermal conversion energy. It
really effects the tumor cells growth, even kill them. The
average tumor size was measured (V = (length × width2)/2)
three times for each mouse and there were three nude mouse
in one group [25].
Hoechst 33342 staining of the ovarian tumors was
performed to determine damage of the tumor.
Hoechst 33342 could across the cell membranes and bind to
DNA. It is a prominent feature of cell apoptosis in DNA
degradation of cell chromosomes. Hoechst 33342 marked
DNA in many blue spots, when cells begin to apoptotic. As
shown in Fig. 7 with yellow arrows.

3.5. Animal model
Fig. 6 shows the nude mouse with or without
15P-GNRs under different laser irradiations. The tumor
diameter by vernier caliper was got before the treatment and
after six days treatment. Fig. 6 a and b show the tumor size
(Fig. 6 a) is 9.68 mm before the treatment; the other
(Fig. 6 b) is 6.10 mm under laser irradiation conditions with
15P-GNRs injected. Fig. 6 c show the tumor diameter is
8.10 mm. Fig. 6 d is 7.72 mm under laser irradiation
without 15P-GNRs injected. The scale bar is 10 mm.

a

b
a

b

Fig. 7. The tumor cell apoptosis detected by Hoechst 33342:
a – arrows show DNA fragments of tumor cell with
15-GNRs+laser; b – apoptotic cell is less than a without
treatment

c

It is obvious that the 15P-GNRs can stain the tumor
growth with laser irradiation. The 15P-GNRs exhibited
large plasmon resonance in laser irradiation, which led to
localized heating that killed the cancer cells. In the study of
the relationship between nano-particle and cancer, Dr. Liu
[9] found that cancer could chew up nano-particle. As a
result, nano-particle would disturb the cell activity,
meanwhile, because of the property that nano-particle could
change light energy to heat energy, it would also slow down
the progress of cancer or even better, kill cancer cells
effectively.

d

Fig. 6. Tumor size under different treatment: a, c – is the nude
mouse before treatment; b – is nude mouse in
15P-GNRs+laser; d – is nude mouse in laser
Table 1. The tumor volume size before (B.T) and after (A.T)
treatment
Groups
GNRs
GNRs+laser
15P-GNRs
15P-GNRs+laser
Laser
Control

B.T, cm3
0.97 ± 0.07
0.87 ± 0.06
1.03 ± 0.04
0.92 ± 0.05
0.95 ± 0.06
0.96 ± 0.07

A.T, cm3
0.91 ± 0.08
0.71 ± 0.06
0.86 ± 0.07
0.45 ± 0.06
1.08 ± 0.05
1.36 ± 0.08

4. CONCLUSIONS

IR, %
6.18
11.45
16.50
51.09
– 13.68
– 41.67

According to the data presented in the table the in tumor
volume size is different before treatment and after treatment.
For example, in 15P-GNRs+laser group before treatment
the tumor volume is 0.92 ± 0.05 cm3 as compared injected
to the 15P-GNRs treated by laser for 6 days treatment, the
tumor volume is 0.45 ± 0.06 cm3. The result indicated that
the inhibition rate (IR) of tumor size to other group was
relatively higher in 15P-GNRs+laser. What is more
15P-GNRs inhibition rate was just only 16.5 %, this means
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This paper has introduced the method for synthesizing
15P-GNRs and the effection of photothermal treatment in
tumors. The results suggest that 15P-GNRs show no
toxicity in SKOV-3 cell. The cell viability study revealed
that 15P-GNRs may serve as a targeting probe for cancer
detection and showed excellent physical photothermal
characteristics for tumor treatment. 15P could improve the
target efficiency of GNRs in tumor diagnosis. Based on
these results, 15P-GNRs may be promising as probes for
tumor treatment, bio-sensing, drug delivery and other
photothermal applications [26].
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